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Abstract: Small-scale vertical-axis wind power generation technologies such as Savonius wind
turbines are gaining popularity in suburban and urban settings. Although vertical-axis wind turbines
(VAWTs) may not be as efficient as their horizontal-axis counterparts, they often present better
opportunities for integration within building structures. The main issue stems from the suboptimal
aerodynamic design of Savonius turbine blades, resulting in lower efficiency and power output. To
address this, modern turbine designs focus on optimizing various geometric aspects of the turbine
to improve aerodynamic performance, efficiency, and overall effectiveness. This study developed a
unique optimization method, incorporating a new blade geometry with guide gap flow for Savonius
wind turbine blade design. The aerodynamic characteristics of the Savonius wind turbine blade
were extensively analyzed using 3D ANSYS CFX software. The optimization process emphasized
the power coefficient as the objective function while considering blade profiles, overlap ratio, and
blade number as crucial design parameters. This objective was accomplished using the design of
experiments (DOE) method with the Minitab statistical software. The research findings revealed that
the novel turbine design “OR0.109BS2BN2” outperformed the reference turbine with a 22.8% higher
power coefficient. Furthermore, the results indicated a trade-off between the flow (swirling flow)
through the gap guide flow and the impact blockage ratio, which resulted from the reduced channel
width caused by the extended blade tip length.

Keywords: Savonius wind turbine; blade optimization; CFX; design of experiments (DOE); power
coefficient; wind tunnel

1. Introduction

Wind turbines, classified into two main types, horizontal-axis and vertical-axis tur-
bines, convert the wind’s kinetic energy into electrical power. Vertical-axis wind turbines
(VAWTs) generally exhibit lower efficiency than horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs).
The primary reason for this difference in efficiency is that the sliding surface of VAWTs
provides an effective driving force for only slightly more than half of its total area. During
the rotational cycle, the varying angle of attack for VAWTs results in flow detachment,
dynamic stalling, and unequal force distribution on both sides of the rotor. Consequently,
aerodynamic performance becomes unstable, resulting in oscillation and noise [1–3]. On
the other hand, VAWTs possess inherent advantages over HAWTs, such as user-friendliness,
lower cost, simpler design, and no need for a yaw system. Savonius rotors belong to a
category of vertical-axis wind turbines. The driving torque is generated when the wind’s
drag on the blades combines with the cup-shaped blades, which provide a large surface
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area for the wind to exert pressure on. Savonius turbines rely on drag force, which is more
significant than lift force at low speeds. Due to this, the cup shape partially retains air as
the blade rotates, enabling the turbine to operate more efficiently. Furthermore, Savonius
turbines are particularly beneficial in remote areas due to their lower initial investment,
ongoing costs, and reduced maintenance requirements. Unlike large-scale wind turbines,
Savonius rotors have fewer location constraints, making them more versatile for various
installation sites [4–6]. The Savonius wind rotor features two semi-cylindrical shaped
cylinders. In principle, the pressure disparity between the two turbine blades generates
rotational motion. The Savonius rotor presents various benefits, such as a substantial
self-starting torque and the capacity to function independently of the wind’s direction.
However, compared to other wind turbine types, their efficiency is generally lower.

Several review articles [7–10] provide comprehensive discussions on experimental
and numerical research outcomes for wind turbines. The impact of geometric factors on
the aerodynamic performance of turbines has captured the attention of many researchers.
By modifying parameters such as aspect ratio (AR), overlap ratio (OR), twist angle (TA),
and blade number (BN), significant performance improvements have been observed in
numerous studies. Moreover, significant discoveries have been made in Savonius’s wind
turbine design [11]. The efficiency of Savonius wind turbines can be enhanced by incorpo-
rating an overlap area between the blades, which allows the wind to circulate back into the
returning blade and generate positive torque [12]. The effectiveness of this approach has
been demonstrated by comparing the power generation of turbines with and without the
overlap section [13]. Ebrahimpour et al. [14] found that optimal performance for a turbine
could be achieved with an OR between 0.10 and 0.15, which is consistent with experimental
results. This conclusion was drawn by comparing the performance of blades with equal
overlaps along the X and Y axes. Furthermore, numerical simulations [15] have indicated
that the elliptical profile significantly improves performance at an OR value of 0.15. In their
research, R. Hassanzadeh and M. Mohammadnejdd investigated various overlap ratios,
including 0.1, 0.02, and 0.3. They discovered that the optimal power coefficient value occurs
at an inward overlap ratio of 0.2. The optimal power coefficient value also changes as the
overlap ratio varies in either direction [16]. Researchers analysed the rotor blades’ pressure
distribution to comprehend better the critical low-pressure and high-pressure areas that
contribute to the overall torque output of Savonius turbines [17]. Experimental findings
indicate that adjusting the geometry of blades in a Savonius rotor wind turbine can lead to
an enhanced power coefficient. These results highlight the possibility of optimizing the
turbine’s performance by strategically modifying blade geometry [18,19]. An alternative
optimization approach is the design of experiments (DOE), which primarily aims to select
specific design parameters that effectively represent the design space. Given the relatively
small number of control points, employing a factorial method is an appropriate strategy [20].
By using DOE, researchers can systematically explore the relationships between design fac-
tors and outcomes, enabling a more comprehensive understanding of the design space and
facilitating the identification of optimal solutions [21]. Blades with a regular zigzag pattern
on their inner surfaces were tested in an open wind tunnel. A 2D Mode simulation at an
overlap ratio of 0.2 yielded the highest power coefficient, which was 3.04% higher than at a
0.15 overlap ratio and 5.54% higher than at a 0.1 overlap ratio [22]. However, the number of
blades is another important geometric factor influencing wind turbine performance [23–25].
Researchers compared a two-blade Savonius wind turbine and a three-blade Savonius
wind turbine with identical blade types to demonstrate this effect [26].

This research conducts an in-depth numerical analysis of novel blade geometry and
guide gap flow, focusing on turbulence effects that influence Savonius wind turbine perfor-
mance. By understanding and incorporating these effects into rotor blade profile design,
improvements in aerodynamic performance and efficiency are achieved. Computational
simulations are fine-tuned using a statistical method and full factorial experimental de-
sign (FFD) for evaluating parameters, including the power coefficient (Cp) assessment. To
confirm the accuracy of the numerical outcomes, they are compared with the most recent
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experimental data, which ultimately helps enhance the efficiency of Savonius wind energy
conversion systems.

2. Specification of the Numerical Modeling

A comprehensive simulation study using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) soft-
ware was conducted on a Savonius wind turbine with elliptical blades. The aim was to
evaluate the impact of various blade profiles on the total efficiency of the turbine rotor. This
in-depth investigation helped to identify the optimal blade profile for improved efficiency
and power output. Simulation analysis was conducted on a Savonius wind turbine with
elliptical blades to evaluate how blade profiles affect turbine rotor performance. The geo-
metric parameters employed in the computational analysis, including a height-to-diameter
ratio (H/D) of 1, an ellipticity (e) of D/5 (equivalent to d/3, or 0.2), and a blade number
(BLN) of 2, were based on the scaled reference model from previous research [27].

Utilizing this scaled reference model enables the recognition of advancements and a
more thorough understanding of the effects of various design selections on the turbine’s
total performance. Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental aspects of the utilized geometry,
including its dimensions and features. Additionally, the reference model is a benchmark
for validating computational and experimental results, ensuring that the study’s findings
are consistent with existing research.

Figure 1. Turbine Design Parameters: ‘H’ (rotor height), ‘D’ (rotor diameter), ‘d’ (blade chord length),
‘e’ (overlap distance), ‘Do’ (end plate diameter), and ‘ω’ (angular velocity).

Initially, the aspect ratio (AR) was identified as the difference between the turbine’s
height (H) and diameter (D), as depicted in Equation (1). Furthermore, elements (e) and
(d) were linked using the overlap ratio (OR) operator, as demonstrated in Equation (2).
Additionally, the turbine rotor’s frontal swept area (A) was utilized to assess the model’s
performance, as outlined in Equation (3).

AR =
H
D

, (1)

OR =
e
d

, (2)

A = HD. (3)

Figure 1 illustrates the standard Savonius model rotor, employed as the reference
model (RM), with parameter definitions including a top (Do) of 165 mm and a maximum
(H) of 150 mm. Consequently, the rotor’s (D) was equal to 150 mm. The rotor blade
thickness was 3 mm, assuming an (AR) of 1 (H/D), an (OR) of 0.2, and a total of 2 blades on
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the rotor. The blade thickness of 3 mm was selected based on previous studies and practical
considerations for manufacturing and structural stability.

3. Numerical Method

In this study, the computational domain geometry was created in two phases using
SolidWorks and ANSYS CFX software, as illustrated in Figure 2, showcasing the 3D
computation scope. The complexity and time requirements of 3D simulations can be
challenging due to their demand for substantial computational resources. Overcoming
these challenges may involve investing in more powerful computational resources or
employing more efficient simulation techniques that reduce computational time without
compromising the accuracy of the results. A series of transient Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) simulations were conducted to assess the performance of the rotor for each
simulation case. The Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations were solved
using ANSYS CFX 2020R1 software, employing a second-order-accurate finite-volume
discretization scheme.

Figure 2. Displays the 3D computational domain, accompanied by the associated boundary conditions.

The governing equations for this study are based on the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) equations, which include the continuity equation and the momentum
equation as displayed below [28]:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂ρv′i
∂xi

= 0, (4)

∂
∂t (ρv′i) + ∂

∂xi
(ρv′iv′ j) = − ∂p

∂xi
+ ∂

∂xi

[
µ
(

∂v′i
∂xj

)
+
(

∂v′ j
∂xj

)
− 2

3δij ∂v′ l
∂xl

]
+ ∂

∂xi
(ρ v′ i v′ j) + Fi

(5)

In these equations, ρ represents the fluid density, vi corresponds to the velocity compo-
nents, p signifies the total pressure, Fi denotes the external body force components, and µ
is the dynamic viscosity. The velocity vi can be expressed as the sum of the time-averaged
value ύ and the fluctuating component vi’.

The Shear Stress Transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model is chosen to model the tur-
bulence terms of the RANS equations [29]. The turbulent kinetic energy (k) and specific
dissipation rate (ω) are computed using the following equations:

∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xi
(ρkui) =

∂

∂xj

[(
Γk

∂ω

∂xj

)
+ Gk −Yk + Sk

]
, (6)

∂

∂t
(ρω) +

∂

∂xi
(ρωui) =

∂

∂xj

[(
Γω

∂ω

∂xj

)
+ Gω −Yω + Dω + Sω

]
(7)
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In these equations, Gk and Gω represent the generation of k and ω due to turbulent
mean-velocity gradients, respectively; Γk and Γω denote the effective diffusivity; Yk and
Yω indicate the dissipation of k andω due to turbulence; Dω refers to the cross-diffusion
term; and Sk and Sω are user-defined source terms.

The wind tunnel test dimensions were employed to define the computational domain,
which included wind flow and rotor rotation domains (test section). The stationary domain
was characterized by velocity intake, exit pressure, and a no-slip wall. The rotor domain
was 1.1 times the rotor diameter (D), with a 150 mm diameter. The frozen rotor model was
essential in establishing a connection between the rotor and stationary domains, enabling
the seamless integration of these two distinct regions in the simulation process. This model
facilitated the accurate representation of the interaction between the moving rotor and the
stationary components. However, during the simulations, the rotor domain rotated at a
wind speed of 9 m/s, and an unsteady effect analysis was performed for all cases. The
simulation utilized 40-time steps per rotor rotation and six processing cores, taking five
hours to complete. A transient rotor-stator (TRS 360) interface model was also developed
for 3D viscous flutter research. During the simulation, one to three internal iterations were
necessary for each time step. Precise root mean square (RMS) outcomes could be achieved
by ensuring the rotor completed four rotations.

This study employs an unstructured mesh topology to demonstrate its flexibility and
effectiveness in generating a high-quality mesh for rotating and fixed domains. Unstruc-
tured meshes offer a meshing approach that does not rely on predefined patterns or shapes,
allowing for efficient mesh generation in complex geometries. As shown in Table 1, a grid
independence investigation was conducted to evaluate mesh quality regarding skewness
and orthogonality. This analysis ensures that the mesh is refined to an appropriate degree,
leading to accurate and reliable results while maintaining computational efficiency. The
unstructured mesh approach provides a robust and adaptable solution for handling di-
verse and intricate geometries, making it a valuable tool for computational fluid dynamics
simulations in the context of wind turbine blade design and analysis.

Table 1. Summarizes the mesh, which identifies the stationary and rotating domains.

Grid
Stationary Domain Rotating Domain

No. of Elements No. of Nodes. No. of Elements No. of Nodes.

Coarse 83,352 27,871 1,757,235 925,883
Medium 194,725 37,101 2,129,990 2,746,720

Fine 231,272 327,557 2,488,752 3,729,226
Extra fine 632,023 235,274 4,391,444 5,254,209

In this study, the power coefficient (Cp), a critical parameter for assessing wind turbine
performance, was determined using a comprehensive meshing approach. This method
produced 4,056,000 elements for both rotating and stationary domains, as detailed in Table 2.
A tetrahedral technique was utilized to inflate and refine the mesh surrounding the rotor
wall, as depicted in Figure 3. The test simulation commenced with a maximum of five
inflation layers at a 1.1 growth rate, according to Table 2. To guarantee a y+ < 5 in all
operational conditions, the initial layer thickness perpendicular to the wall was established
at 0.000122 m.
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Table 2. Justifies the chosen mesh size by presenting statistics on grid independence.

Density of Mesh Coarse Medium Fine Extra Fine

Total number of elements 1,840,587 2,324,715 2,720,024 5,023,467
Total number of nodes 953,754 2,783,821 4,056,783 5,489,483

Inflation numbering 5 10 15 20
Growth rate inflation 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1

Skewness average 0.842 0.839 0.811 0.837
Orthogonal quality average 0.989 0.992 0.994 0.993

Blade sizing (mm) 2.5 2 1.5 1
Rotating circle face sizing (mm) 15 10 5 2.5
Outer domain face sizing (mm) 20 15 10 5

Figure 3. Mesh setup on (a) turbine blades, (b) revolving domain, and (c) stationary domain.

To further justify the chosen mesh size and type, grid independence statistics were
evaluated on DOE models where the same meshing method applied to all the models in the
study was adopted, ensuring consistent and accurate results. This approach demonstrates
the study’s commitment to maintaining the reliability and accuracy of the computational
outcomes, providing confidence in the findings obtained from the DOE models. The
computational results and verifying were appropriate and robust.

To confirm the accuracy of the simulation results, they were compared to the experi-
mental data gathered at a wind speed of 9 m/s. The Cp values derived from the simulation
findings were evaluated against the experimental data for the reference model. The results
showed a maximum relative error of 8% for TSRs between 0.2 and 1.8 with an overlap ratio
of 0.2 as shown in Figure 4. A minor discrepancy between the model and experimental
data was observed at higher tip speed ratios, with the simulation slightly overestimating
the values. In contrast, the experimental data tended to underestimate the values at lower
TSRs. A more comprehensive understanding of its importance in assessing wind turbine
performance is achieved by addressing the significance of Cp early in the research.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Cp values from simulation and experimental data for the reference model.

In transient simulations, the best convergence was achieved when variables ap-
proached the specified reference values, with twenty iterations per time step [30]. All
simulations utilized absolute convergence for continuity, velocity components, and turbu-
lence, adhering to CFX’s residual targets of 10−4. Figure 5 illustrates the instantaneous
torque variation of a Savonius turbine against incremental time steps at TSR values ranging
from 0.2 to 1.8. The highest Cp was observed at TSR = 1. Convergence was achieved after
two turbine revolutions, with four rotations in total.

Figure 5. Instantaneous torque variation of a Savonius turbine against cumulative time steps.

Researchers conducted numerical simulations to assess each angular position’s rotor
axis torque coefficient (CT). The periodicity was stabilized by averaging the last two
complete rotations after a total of four turbine revolutions. Using this average CT value,
Cp was estimated for all geometries with the help of Equation (3). By accurately analyzing
the Cp and CT values, this comprehensive approach represents the turbine’s performance
under various conditions, thereby contributing to a more in-depth understanding of the
underlying factors and their impact on wind turbine efficiency.
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The power coefficient (Cp) and tip speed ratio (TSR) express wind energy efficiency. Cp
represents the maximum efficiency of a wind turbine to transform air’s kinetic energy into
rotational energy. Concurrently, TSR denotes the rotor blade’s tip speed in proportion to the
free-stream wind speed. The power generated by the rotor was calculated by multiplying
its torque (T) by its rotational velocity (ω). These equations are crucial for assessing wind
turbine performance under various conditions [31]. Another method of characterizing the
wind’s influence on a rotor involves the torque coefficient (CT), which is the ratio of the
rotor’s actual torque (T w) to the theoretical torque (T) [32]:

CP =
Pturbine
P wind

=
Tω

0.5 ρ A V3
∞

, (8)

TSR =
ω R
V∞

, (9)

CT =
Actual torque

Theortical torque
=

Tturbine
T w

=
T

0.5 ρ A R V2
∞

=
CP

TSR
. (10)

where ρ is air density (mass per unit volume) at the location of the wind turbine, which at
30 degrees Celsius is 1.165 kg/m3, T is the torque in Newton-meters generated by the rotor,
influenced by the wind acting on the turbine blades, T w is the theoretical torque, A is the
swept area of the turbine rotor, which is the area covered by the rotation of the blades, R
is the effective radius of the turbine in meters, V∞ is the free-stream wind velocity (wind
speed) upstream of the turbine, andω is the angular velocity (rotational speed) of the rotor
in radians per second. The torque produced in the experiment was calculated as follow in
according to [33].

Tturbine = F r = 9.81 (W − S)(rp + dr). (11)

where F and r are the pulley’s load and radius, respectively. W represents the side tight
tension in kilograms, S the side slack in kilograms, rp the pulley radius in meters, and dr
the nylon string diameter in millimeters (m).

4. Optimization Process

The suggested design process consists of three primary phases. The initial phase
entails the creation of a numerical model and the definition of the new blade profile. In
the second phase, an optimization procedure is carried out to attain the best aerodynamic
performance, using the Design of Experiments (DOE) approach. Finally, the optimal model
is identified through experimental evaluations. Figure 6 depicts a flowchart demonstrating
the design methodology’s sequence and connections.

4.1. Choosing Geometric Parameters for Savonius Wind Turbines

Different design parameters, including blade profile, overlap ratio, and blade num-
ber, influence the aerodynamic performance of a wind turbine. The blade profile under
examination is derived from an ellipse with a semi-minor to semi-major axes ratio of 2/3.
The optimal result for the CT and Cp is achieved by sectioning the ellipse at an angle
(θ = 47.5◦). Specific blade profile configuration has been developed to impact the wind
turbine’s overall performance significantly (please refer to Section 4.2). The selection of
geometric parameters for the Savonius turbine was informed by an extensive literature
review and a systematic approach that investigated (please refer to Section 4.3) the impact
of various factors on the response variable. The evaluation was carried out using ANSYS
CFX software and different blade profiles. The fluctuations in power coefficients were
observed, leading to an optimal blade profile selection.
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Figure 6. Flowchart illustrating the optimization process.

4.2. Determination of the Optimum Blade Shape Inner Profile

The selection of an appropriate blade shape is essential in achieving the intended
performance of a Savonius wind turbine. This section presents a detailed examination
of various profiles for the inner blade shape. The primary objective was to analyze each
inner blade shape profile, pinpoint the most appropriate regions for the inner profile, and
incorporate a gap flow guide.

In Figure 7, ten distinct inner blade profiles designated M1 to M5 and M11 to M15 were
carefully positioned at the blade arc’s center to investigate their influence on the blade’s
performance. ANSYS CFX was employed to analyze and compare their performance based
on the wavy area distributions and corresponding Cp values under optimal conditions
for each profile. Subsequently, ten gap guide flows (M6 to M10 and M16 to M20) were
incorporated into the design to improve blade geometry. These gap guide flows were
introduced to better manage airflow and evaluate their impact on the overall performance
of the wind turbine. By combining the inner wavy area profiles and gap guide flows, this
comprehensive analysis of various blade geometries allows for the identification of the
most effective design to enhance aerodynamic performance.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. Illustrating the area blade profile configurations.
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4.3. Evaluating Parameters with Design of Experiments (DOE) Method

DOE is a statistical methodology to determine and analyze significant factors in a
given process. A factorial approach, represented by 2n, was utilized to examine each
factor thoroughly. Minitab 17 software facilitated the design of a full factorial experiment
incorporating three input factors: overlap ratio, blade shape, and the number of blades. As
demonstrated in Table 3, each of these factors has two levels.

Table 3. Factors and Levels for the Current Investigation.

Factors Min Level Max Level

Blade Shape 1 (M13) 2 (M18)
Overlap ratio 0.1 0.2

Blade Number 2 3

The Design of Experiments (DOE) assessed eight distinct blade configurations, which
considered three independent variables. This resulted in a total of eight simulation runs,
as detailed in Table 4. The Minitab software was employed to optimize the simulation
outcomes within specified domains. By conducting these 8 runs, a systematic evaluation
of the different blade designs was achieved, ultimately leading to the identification of the
optimal configuration to maximize wind turbine performance.

Table 4. Summary of the Eight Blade Configurations Examined Based on Three Independent Variables
in the DOE.

Experiment No. Overlap Ratio (OR) Blade Shape (BS) Blade Number (BN) (Cp)

1 0.2 1 3 0.25741
2 0.2 2 2 0.26186
3 0.1 2 3 0.23911
4 0.1 2 2 0.27001
5 0.1 1 2 0.25966
6 0.2 1 2 0.24955
7 0.1 1 3 0.23724
8 0.2 2 3 0.25866

To determine the impact of the regression model’s terms on the response variable
Cp, R2 and p-value statistics were assessed. The suitability of the generated equation
was further evaluated, and the optimal solution was identified as the combination that
maximizes Cp. However, it is essential to note that while CFD studies can accurately assess
the influence of the involved variables, they may sometimes exaggerate or minimize the
effects of these components compared to previous findings. Therefore, experimental testing
was conducted to validate the optimization results and ensure their accuracy, providing a
more reliable basis for the conclusions drawn from the study.

5. Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted to evaluate the simulations’ accuracy and offer a
basis for comparing different blade configurations. This approach helps to validate the
findings obtained from the simulations and ensures a comprehensive understanding of
the performance of each design under real-world conditions. Figure 8 presents a subsonic
open-type wind tunnel used for testing at Al-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University (ATU)
aerodynamic lab in Iraq. The experiment involved varying the wind blowing rate from
1 to 32 m/s. It is important to note that the size of the wind tunnel test section was
600 mm in length, 305 mm in width, and 305 mm in height. Despite the seemingly small
dimensions of the test section in comparison to the turbine size, the blockage percentage
in this study was determined to be acceptable, as per the investigation mentioned in
reference [27]. Consequently, no blockage correction measures were used or applied in
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this research, ensuring that the experimental results accurately represented the turbine’s
performance under various wind conditions. The dynamic torque was obtained using a
rope brake dynamometer that employed a belt rope tied to the spring that could be applied
by tightening nuts [34]. A digital laser tachometer DT-2268 was used.

Figure 8. Optimized Savonius wind turbine: (a) printed model and (b) installation model in test section.

The turbine model started unloaded. Increasing the pulley’s braking belt tension
slowed the rotating turbine model. Hence, the tip speed ratio (TSR), rotor torque (T),
torque coefficient (CT), and power coefficient (Cp) were calculated by measuring the forces
applied during braking using spring weight at different revolutions per minute (RPM)
values. Each following increment was increased by 1 g until the shaft stopped rotating.
Experiments were carried out for each configuration to capture data. Cp and CT were
compared for the new optimized model turbine’s power output. The wind velocity was
tested for accuracy and uncertainty using a digital manometer 475 and compared with a
Pitot static tube [35]. Finally, the measurement is taken under consistent and representative
conditions. Wind speed, direction, and turbulence can all affect the rotor’s performance
and the measurement’s accuracy. The limitations in the experiment stem from the inherent
uncertainties in the measurements, which can affect the accuracy of the results. Such uncer-
tainties arise from the inability to determine the true value and the reliance on calibration
with more accurate instruments to approximate it. These measurement limitations can
impact the calculated outcomes, making it essential to account for potential deviations in
the experimental process. Multiple measurements were taken under different conditions
to address this issue, and the results were averaged to obtain a more accurate measure
of the power output. In each realistic replication of the experiment, the total uncertainty
of the model was assessed, and the uncertainties were found to be closely matched and
acceptable. This approach helps mitigate the effects of measurement limitations on the
study’s outcomes.
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6. Results and Discussion
6.1. Determination of the Optimum Blade Shape Inner Profile

Using ANSYS CFX, the modified rotor inner profiles were modelled to evaluate
the actual turbine performance better. The optimization process focuses on the highest
achievable Cp at a TSR of 1 to simplify the analysis. This approach enables researchers
to concentrate on the immediate effects of varying blade profiles on turbine performance,
thereby facilitating the identification of the most effective profile for the specified TSR.
Figure 8 compares the maximum power generation in the reference model (RM) and the
modified model for each profile. Additionally, the enhanced performance of the modified
inner blade profiles compared to the reference model is evident, signifying that the various
profile configurations contributed to the overall improvement in performance. Models
M13 and M18 displayed the most exceptional performance among the optimized inner
blade profiles. Analyzing the Cp values obtained for different configurations, it is evident
that models 13 and 18 had notably higher Cp values than the others. Figure 9 displays the
variations in the numerical analysis results for the twenty selected blade profiles chosen
to cover a comprehensive range of design possibilities. The relatively small difference in
Cp for several designs in Figure 9 can be attributed to the presence of a gap guide flow
integrated into the profiles. The development of flow near the entrance causes substantial
turbulence, which impacts the overall performance of the various designs, resulting in less
significant Cp differences among the selected blades profiles.

Figure 9. Max performance of various blade configurations related to the reference model.

6.2. Effects of Chosen Parameters on Overall Performance

The testing of the performance of an updated configuration of the Savonius rotor to
evaluate the degree to which it has been improved was the second aim of this body of work.

Upon obtaining the optimal two-blade profiles (M13 and M18), as depicted in Figure 6,
these two profiles were investigated for level selection to identify the optimal parameters for
further analysis. The full factorial design (FFD) was employed to ascertain the significant
influence of each control factor’s level on the target response. Consequently, the level
with the most substantial impact was selected to enhance the Cp value. The optimization
procedure occurred at a Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) of 1, selected to keep the rotor speed
steady and manageable, thus streamlining the analysis. The data was evaluated using the
Minitab 17.0 software tool to determine the optimal design parameters. Table 4 displays
the outcomes of 8 iterations of each combination performed with ANSYS CFX. The power
coefficients are plotted against the values of three independent variables, the overlap ratio,
the form of the blades, and the number of blades. Between eight experiments, the optimum
configuration was found as OR0.1BS2BN2. After identifying the optimal configuration,
OR0.1BS2BN2, further analysis was conducted to understand the underlying reasons for its
superior performance compared to other configurations. This step involved examining the
interactions between the independent variables and their effects on the power coefficient. It
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aimed to gain insights into the design characteristics contributing to improved aerodynamic
performance and efficiency.

6.3. Evaluation of Optimal Design Parameters with ANOVA

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be performed to evaluate if a significant connec-
tion exists between the control factor and the v response. The current ANOVA results are
grounded on a general linear model that includes a coefficient of determination employed
to assess the model’s capacity to explain the observed data. Table 5 displays the findings.
After fitting a second-order multiple regression model with interactions, the R2 value is
99.95%, R2 (predicted) is 96.64%, and R2 (adjusted) is 99.63%. These values suggest a robust
relationship between the dependent variable (Cp response) and the independent variables
(control factors). The statistics highlight the significance of each parameter and their com-
bined impact on the Cp response, with a 5% risk. The p-value denotes the probability of
achieving these outcomes with a 95% confidence level and should be less than 0.05 to be
deemed significant, according to [36].

Table 5. Regression data summary using ANOVA.

Source F Value p Value T Value Coefficient

Model 317.71 0.043 1032.54 0.254264
Overlap ratio 112.02 0.060 10.58 0.002606
Blade shape 179.45 0.047 13.40 0.003299

Blade number 625.51 0.025 −25.01 −0.006159
Overlap ratio x Blade shape 0.14 0.774 0.37 0.000091

Overlap ratio x Blade number 884.53 0.021 29.74 0.007324
Blade shape x Blade number 104.62 0.062 −10.23 −0.002519

The relationship between the wind turbine’s performance metrics and its independent
operational variables was examined by employing multiple regression analysis [37]. Equa-
tion (12) presents a mathematical model representing the desired response regarding the
modelled variables. The accuracy of the derived equation is assessed by analyzing its R2

and adjusted R2 values, which indicate the goodness of fit for the predicted relationship.
The regression equation was developed to estimate the Cp value of a Savonius rotor, and
Equation (12) demonstrates how the response surface regression analysis can be used to
obtain the finalized practical model based on coded coefficients.

CP = 0.34084− 0.6857 OR + 0.03124 BS− 0.04115 BN + 0.00365 OR x BS + 0.29295OR x BN − 0.010075BS x BN (12)

Equation (8) represents the regression model that captures the relationship between
the power coefficient (Cp) and the predictor variables, which include overlap ratio (OR),
blade shape (BS), and blade number (BN). During the optimization process, the code
is designed to search for the maximum Cp value by plugging in the domain values of
the predictor variables. After analyzing the combinations, the optimal parametric values
are identified as OR = 0.109, BS = 2, and BN = 2. These optimal values represent the
OR0.109BS2BN2 design, which results from optimization. By substituting these values
into Equation (8), the predicted power coefficient (Cp) is calculated to be 0.2706. This Cp
value indicates that the OR0.109BS2BN2 design maximizes the power coefficient per the
developed regression model.

6.4. Performance Analysis of the Optimized Profile

The simulations were performed using a computational system equipped with six
processing cores and hardware specifications that include 16 GB RAM, a 512 GB SSD, and
an RTX 2060 6 GB graphics card. Each simulation required 40-time steps per rotor rotation
and took approximately five hours to complete. With a total of 29 iterations conducted in
the optimization process to achieve the highest power coefficient and solution times, the
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entire simulation process spanned roughly 145 h. The use of six processing cores and the
specified hardware allowed for efficient computation and facilitated the timely completion
of the extensive simulations required for this study.

In this investigation, the primary goal was to optimize the power coefficient. The per-
formance parameters, including the dimensionless power coefficient and generated power,
were evaluated through 29 iterations of the optimization process to achieve the highest
power coefficient and solution times. The outcomes presented in Figure 10 demonstrate
that the innovative turbine design “OR0.109BS2BN2” attains a greater maximum power
coefficient (Cp) than the reference turbine. This achievement showcases the effectiveness
of the computational approach and the hardware used in the study, yielding reliable and
accurate results that informed the design optimization process.

Figure 10. Comparing the reference model and the OR0.109BS2BN2 design based on their aerody-
namic performance.

The reference turbine has a maximum power coefficient (Cp = 0.2201) at a tip speed
ratio (TSR) of 0.7. In contrast, the innovative turbine design “OR0.109BS2BN2” achieves a
superior power coefficient (Cp = 0.2701) at a tip speed ratio (TSR) of 1. Compared to the
reference model, the observed 22.8% enhancement in the power coefficient demonstrates
that the innovative design “OR0.109BS2BN2” is more efficient and effective in converting
wind energy into mechanical power than the reference turbine.

To further enhance performance, researchers calculated the maximum difference of
optimal selection parameters between predicted and numerical results at a TSR of 1, which
was found to be 2.64%. This result demonstrates the accuracy and reliability of the regres-
sion equation in predicting the performance of the Savonius wind turbine. It is essential
to set the operating parameters to their optimal values to optimize the wind turbine’s
performance and achieve the highest projected level. Figure 10 presents a performance com-
parison between the OR0.109BS2BN2 design and the standard model. The OR0.109BS2BN2
configuration exhibits improved performance compared to the baseline design, resulting in
higher positive Cp values. However, at a specific overlap ratio, increasing the ratio raises
the rotor blockage ratio for the airflow between the blades, which may lead to a lower
power coefficient. Therefore, the optimal blade design represents a balance between the
increased incoming air velocity and the obstruction effect created by the narrowing of the
passageway due to blade tip expansion. Overall, the innovative OR0.109BS2BN2 design
demonstrates improved performance and efficiency compared to the reference turbine
while maintaining a balance between essential design factors.

6.5. Flow Structure Analysis

The Reynolds number for the wind turbine in this study, calculated to be approxi-
mately 91,580, indicates that the flow regime is turbulent, which plays a significant role
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in the turbine’s performance and efficiency. The turbulent flow structure analysis is cru-
cial for understanding the complex interactions between the flow near the entrance, the
rotor blades, and the local airflow dynamics. This turbulence affects the blades’ pressure
distribution and aerodynamic forces, potentially leading to changes in the efficiency and
power output of the turbine. Consequently, it is essential to consider these effects when
designing and optimizing rotor blade profiles to maximize the wind turbine’s overall per-
formance. The following sections will discuss the pressure distribution, blade interaction,
flow velocity, and vortex formation that influence the performance of the studied wind
turbine designs.

6.5.1. Pressure Distribution and Blade Interaction

Figure 11 displays the contour plots for the pressure distribution of the different geome-
tries, revealing the highest-pressure values for the reference model and OR0.109BS2BN2
design at a TSR of 1. This pressure distribution is the major source of the driving torque of
the turbine at this position. In Savonius wind turbines, driving torque is generated through
a drag-based mechanism due to the rotor blades’ pressure difference between the concave
and convex sides. This method results in lower efficiency and rotational speeds than lift-
based wind turbines such as HAWTs and Darrieus VAWTs, which rely on an aerodynamic
lift to create driving torque.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Figure 11. Velocity and pressure contours distribution along the test section.

For the reference model, the pressure distribution for the advancing blade ranged
from 80 to 160 N/m2, while the returning blade varied from 160 to 20 N/m2. Conversely,
the OR0.109BS2BN2 design’s advancing blade pressure ranged from 80 to 60 N/m2, and
the returning blade pressure ranged from 60 N/m2 to 0. Positive pressures were noted on
the inner face of the advancing blades, while negative pressures were detected near the
rotation axis, on the returning blades’ inner side, and the advancing blades’ outer side.

In the OR0.109BS2BN2 design, the lowest pressure values were observed at the leading
edge of the advancing blades, even lower than those of the reference model. These pressure
differences are responsible for driving the rotation of the Savonius wind turbine. When
the TSR values were increased, more negative pressure values were observed on the
inner side of the returning blades, near the rotation axis, and on the outer side of the
advancing blades. Additionally, the OR0.109BS2BN2 model exhibited significantly higher
maximum pressure values than the reference model, indicating improved driving torque
and overall performance.

6.5.2. Flow Velocity and Vortex Formation

At a TSR of 1, Figure 11 illustrates the velocity contours for both the reference model
and the optimized model (OR0.109BS2BN2). Counter-rotating vortices can be observed
on the inner side of the returning blades, negatively impacting the rotor’s aerodynamic
efficiency. The base design exhibits more vortex formation compared to the optimized
design. The highest flow velocities occur at the tips of the advancing blades, where a
dragging flow generates rotational torque through the lift effect, ultimately improving the
wind turbine rotor’s performance.

The air velocity increases on the inner side of the advancing blades, leading to a more
significant negative torque on the returning blades, a phenomenon known as jet overlap.
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The overlap jet is more pronounced in the optimized rotor, resulting in increased negative
torque production. Furthermore, stagnation areas are present on the outer surfaces of the
returning blades, reducing positive torques. At the leading edge of the advancing blade,
high-velocity spinning vortices form, with wake regions developing downstream of the
rotor. The reference model’s advancing blade velocity ranges from 5 to 14.5 m/s, while
the returning blade velocity is between 4 and 9 m/s. In contrast, the optimized model’s
advancing blade velocity varies from 5 to 15.25 m/s, and the returning blade velocity is
between 2.5 and 7 m/s.

6.6. Flow through the Blade Gap Guide Flow

The flow within the gap between the rotor blades significantly influences torque
fluctuations, with the gap vortex formation and evolution playing critical roles. The gap
vortex, forming near the entrance to the gap during specific periods of the rotor’s rotation,
is the most crucial factor. The blade edges’ geometry near the gap directly affects the
vortex’s magnitude and development.

Innovative blade designs aim to minimize airflow reaching the convex blades through
the flow guide gap (FGG), reducing negative torque and increasing the Savonius wind
turbine’s power coefficient. However, modifying the blade edges’ design in the gap area
involves a trade-off, as it can impact other aerodynamic factors. Consequently, it is vital to
carefully consider these design aspects when improving the wind turbine’s performance.

Figure 12 highlights the complex flow patterns within the blade flow guide gap,
specifically illustrating the areas where vortex formation and flow separation take place.
The vortex formations occur in regions where the flow changes direction rapidly, causing
the fluid to curl and create circular motion. Vortices can contribute to torque fluctuations in
the blades and may impact the overall performance of the Savonius wind turbine.

Figure 12. Velocity vectors in the blade flow guide gap.
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Flow separation, on the other hand, happens when the flow detaches from the blade
surface, creating an area of low pressure and recirculating flow. This phenomenon can
lead to a decrease in lift and an increase in drag on the blade, ultimately affecting the
turbine’s efficiency.

By understanding these flow behaviors within the blade gap, researchers can identify
critical aspects of the rotor design that need to be optimized to minimize the negative
effects of vortex formation and flow separation. An optimized blade design may lead to
improved torque generation and overall turbine efficiency.

6.7. Experimental Results

To ensure the accuracy of the numerical simulation, researchers conducted a com-
parison with experimental data. Due to the measuring range limitations of the torque
wrench, measurements could only be performed for TSR values less than 1.6 at a flow
velocity of 9 m/s.

The absence of a digital torque meter placed on the rotor shaft to measure the dynamic
torque could have provided more accurate measurements of the turbine’s performance.
To address this limitation, incorporating a digital torque meter in future research could
enhance the accuracy of the performance evaluation.

The experimental process included step-by-step stages to obtain precise measurements
at different TSR values. This approach comprehensively understood the results and their
correlation with the simulation data. Comparing the experimental findings with the
numerical simulation led to a more reliable evaluation of the wind turbine performance.

At a flow velocity of 9 m/s, the turbine model operates at 1794 RPM, corresponding to
a no-load condition. Figure 13 shows the variation of power coefficients, with the highest
value found for Cp at TSR = 0.264. In this case, the experimental values are lower than
those obtained from the numerical simulation. The discrepancy can be attributed to the
fact that the 3D numerical simulation does not consider the rotor’s central axis shaft in
the flow field. However, these components must be addressed in the experimental setup,
leading to overestimating power coefficients in the numerical simulation. Comparing and
analyzing the experimental and numerical results can provide a more accurate assessment
of the wind turbine’s performance.

Figure 13. The power coefficient according to tip ratio speed for numerical simulations and experiments.

The power coefficient variation increases, starting at 0.07 for a tip speed ratio (TSR)
of 0.2 and peaking at 0.264 when TSR = 1. The average deviation of Cp across TSR ranges
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[0.2 to 1] and [1 to 1.6] is about 7%. Notably, the numerical curve closely aligns with actual
data within the [1 to 1.6] TSR range, yielding accurate predictions with minimal errors.

7. Conclusions

In summary, this study effectively employed ANSYS CFX simulations and a robust
experimental approach, successfully validating the utilized methods. These results lend
confidence to the accuracy and reliability of the findings presented in this report. The
research also conducted an in-depth examination of a novel Savonius turbine blade, eval-
uating the effects of overlap ratio, blade profile, and blade number on the performance
of Savonius turbines. The literature would benefit from more research addressing the
influence of inner blade configuration.

Moreover, the study explored the Design of Experiments (DOE) approach to enhance
the aerodynamic properties of wind turbines, leading to the establishment of three key
parameters, each with two distinct levels. A wind tunnel experiment was conducted to
validate the data-driven findings and primary analysis, providing valuable insights and
contributing to the overall understanding of Savonius turbine optimization.

• The research successfully identified the optimal blade configuration for the new inner
blade profiles from ten models, selecting the one that generates the most power. The
addition of flow guide gaps to the ten models resulted in improved Savonius wind
turbine performance.

• Researchers investigated three different parameters, each with two levels, to improve
the aerodynamic performance of a Savonius wind turbine. After conducting eight
numerical analyses for TSR = 1, they determined that the OR0.109BS2BN2 model
(elliptical blade profile with inner wavy area, overlap ratio of 0.109, and two blades)
had the highest power coefficient and was the optimal rotor for maximizing Cp.

• Various criteria were prioritized based on relative importance, with the overlap ratio as
the most critical factor. The mathematical model established the relationships between
the three parameters and the power coefficient, with R2 errors having the minimum
values. ANOVA studies were conducted to determine the impact of certain factors.
For the OR0.109BS2BN2 design, CFD simulations were performed between 0.2 and
1.8 TSR.

• Increasing the overlap distance reduces the efficiency because the returning flow
becomes turbulent, hindering the directed flow from fully connecting with the forward
blade, thus decreasing the efficiency to some extent. Further research and investigation
into the gap guide’s flow angle fluctuation are necessary to achieve optimal conditions.

• With the optimal arrangement in the inner wavy place, the aerodynamic performance
of the Savonius rotor was enhanced at all TSR values. At higher TSR values, the
aerodynamic performance gap between the basic and OR0.109BS2BN2 design was
projected to be larger. The optimized design increased the observed Cp by 22.8% when
the TSR was equal to one.

• A trade-off was observed between the flow (swirling flow) through the gap guide flow
and the impact blockage ratio, which resulted from the reduced channel width caused
by the extended blade tip length. These trade-offs should be carefully considered
when optimizing the design, as they may impact the wind energy conversion system’s
overall aerodynamic performance, efficiency, and power output.

Future research could focus on developing hybrid wind turbine systems, combining
the optimized Savonius rotor with other designs, such as horizontal-axis or Darrieus tur-
bines. These hybrid configurations’ complementary characteristics may enhance efficiency
and power output in variable wind conditions.
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